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IN BAYWATCH, ALL ABOUT PRIYANKA,Bollywood star,priyanka chopra is none other than the topless and terrific bikini-clad lifeguard at Venice beach, California who hits the beach to save an unknown girl. When mysterious beaches a beautiful girl accused of murder, the sheriff tries to grab all the evidence he can, and the lifeguards chief want to send her to jail. But when an ex-flame of detective Arnold, appears suddenly in the lifeguard station, the race is on! Will the
detective get to his girl before the chief or will the lifeguards prove they're not just for topless beach fun? Certainly not your typical summer blockbuster, Baywatch is a beach comedy where the lead role is played by a gay Indian American actor Priyanka Chopra, who is the first Indian American to ever be nominated in the Best Supporting Actress category of the Academy Awards. It is also the first black American film to be nominated for Best Picture. Baywatch is a coming

of age story where the lead character, a sex scene, naked, San Marino dating, surfing and having an affair with a married woman of the sexy lifeguards as a part of his childhood dreams. I don't think I've ever watched a movie that starts off with a kid's bedroom as the setting. It's almost as if the main character had to grow up in the same bedroom as his/her family, and every memory, good or bad, is stored in there. In contrast, services such as Netflix only require that
content can be streamed online. Because of this, they are not considered “piracy” because, for example, your choice to stream the movie in your living room rather than downloading it prevents Amazon from making more money. Because a user of the service is streaming, the company is not profiting by making any sales from the content. As Netflix CEO Reed Hastings argued to the United States Congress in 2016:
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